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1. The Giant's Garden [Previous][Next]
Fred, the Elf lived at the bottom of a giant's garden
near a fish pond. Fred's home is a hole in the rocks
that surrounds the fish pond. Every day Fred went
flying with his mate Cyril, his very friendly mate
the dragonfly. Fred and Cyril have been friends for
a very long time.

2. Fred's Daily Routine [Previous][Next]
Every morning Fred wakes up,
yawns and stretches. He has sun
dried worm for breakfast, with rose
water tea. Then he dresses in his
blue coat with the green buttons,
which never seems to get dirty, his
black belt and orange pants, and
his red boots.
This particular morning, Fred was
itching for an adventure, and
looking forward to flying with Cyril.
Fred walked out of his home and
looked up into the sky. The sky was
blue, and the sun was shining. Fred
could see Cyril flying towards him.

3. Fred and Cyril Go Flying [Previous][Next]
“Hi Cyril”, said Fred. “Hey, Freddy boy,

cool bananas!!! Good ta, see ya pal,
what's hatchin??”, replied Cyril. Cyril
landed on a rock beside the pool and
started lapping up the cool water. “Aw
nuthin much”, said Fred, “just enjoyin
the day”. “Do ya wanna hop on my back,
an go flying?”, asked Cyril. No sooner
had Cyril offered then Fred had jumped
aboard. Cyril waited for a gust of
summer breeze, then away with the wind
he flew with Fred clasping tightly to his
back. The wind took them up over the
trees. Cyril's wings hummed in the
breeze. Wrrrrrrrrr, went his wings. They
darted about from tree to tree. Fred
touched Cyril's shoulder and pointed to
the Giant's garden wall.
There was a gentle lonely giant that lived in these parts, and he had a
beautiful garden surrounded by a high brick wall. Cyril headed towards
it.

4. Over the Garden Wall [Previous][Next]
“Ok, wow, this wall is so tall! Can you fly

over it?”. “I can try”, said Cyril. His wings
whirred louder and louder, but he could
not scale the wall. “It's too high, and you
are too heavy, I think you've put on too
much weight”. They continued to fly
around the wall looking for an opening.
“There just ahead, I can see a little
window, can you fly through that?”, asked
Fred.
Cyril headed towards the small opening. It
came closer and closer, and became larger
and larger; Fred closed his eyes tightly,
expecting a collision.
Suddenly the air felt cooler and it seemed
brighter.
Fred opened his eyes. They had safely made it through the window.
“Oh how beautiful, Oh wow”, Fred opened his eyes wider and wider, the
garden was so beautiful. The air was cooler and the light brighter. The
flowers were so bright and colourful. Fred could not believe his eyes.
5. The Attack of the Black Birds [Previous][Next]
“Oh!! No!! Prepare for combat, black

birds dead a-head 12 o'clock. Hold on
tight Fred, prepare for evasive
manoeuvres”, yelled Cyril. Two evil
looking black birds were coming straight
for them from just above and in front.
Cyril darted to the left behind a big oak
tree, just in time.

Fred lost his grip on Cyril and fell.
Somehow Fred managed to grab a
branch of the Oak tree. Cyril, felt the loss
of Fred's weight and immediately
ascended he alighted higher up the same
tree, and hid behind a leafy branch. Cyril
could see Fred on the branch below him
and was relieved to see he was ok. The
black birds flew around and around the
oak tree searching for them.
6. Escape From the Black Birds [Previous][Next]
Fred pulled himself onto his branch and
ran towards the tree trunk. The black birds
had seen him and were flying towards
him. Fred ducked inside a small opening,
just big enough for him to squeeze
through. He heard the thud as the black
bird collided with the tree trunk sticking
his beak firmly into the hole Fred had just
entered. “Phew”, said Fred, “that was so
close”. The bird was struggling to free his
beak and was making a lot of noise.
Finally the black bird freed its beak from
the hole and peered in looking longingly at
Fred, through the hole with one ominous
eye.

7. The Big Slide [Previous][Next]
Fred looked around inside the tree
hole he was hiding in and found that
this was some ones home. He found
little tables and chairs. A picture of a
very old looking dwarf. In the middle
of the room inside the tree trunk, he
found a slide which headed into the
darkness down the centre of the
tree's trunk. Fred decided to take the
blue rug lying beside the slide and
use it to slide down the slide. He was
a bit scared because the slide looked
very steep. He sat on the rug and
edged himself closer and closer to
the hole. Finally he was teetering on
the edge and with one last push
down went Fred in the ride of his life.
At first Fred closed his eyes tightly.
The wind whistled past him. Around
and around he went in tight circles.
Fred opened his eyes. There were
little holes in the sides of the tree
that let in small amounts of light.
Suddenly it became very dark. The
slide started to level out, and Fred
slowed to a stop. Fred's flight down
the slide was scary but very
exciting!!! He thought, “I'd love to do
that again”.

8. Cyril's Journey [Previous][Next]
In the meantime, Cyril, Fred's trusted
companion, the dragon fly, waited for the
black birds to fly away, hiding in the leafy
foliage of the Oak tree. Finally the black
birds had flown off after hearing their
companions cries coming from another
tree in the garden.
Cyril flew to the branch which had been
the last place he had seen Fred. He found
the little hole, but it was too small for Cyril
to squeeze into, his wings were too large.
He flew to the bottom of the tree. At the
bottom of the tree Cyril came across a
trap door.

9. Cyril Enters the Trap door [Previous][Next]
Cyril could fit inside the trap door and
decided to go down the dark and scary
stair case in search of Fred. Cyril folded
his wings and started down the slippery
staircase. A cold breeze came up the
stairs and touched his face. There were
scary cobwebs everywhere.
He hated spiders, especially the big ugly
hairy ones. Soon Cyril was a long way
down. When he looked behind him he
could see a speck of light coming from
the open trap door, a long way behind
him. He continued on into the darkness.
He started to feel scared so he whistled
a little tune about flying on a summer
breeze, and being chased by lots of
bees. It went like this....
Once I was a little Grub
A snug inside my little cub
When once upon a little time
I thought about a little rhyme
And then at once I became me
I spread my wings and all at once,
Away across the trees I danced,
Carried aloft upon the breeze,
I seemed to see a lot of trees,
and lots of bees were in those trees,
and they were all a following meees...

10. Cyril's sticky situation [Previous][Next]
Cyril sung not noticing where he was
going. Then suddenly he stepped into
an empty space. His foot felt sticky.
Now his other legs felt stuck too. “Oh
no!!, I'm stuck, I think it might be a
spider's web”, cried Cyril. But if it was a
spider's web, where was the spider ?,
and where was Fred? Oh no poor Cyril,
what is going to happen to him!!!!!????

11. Fred finds Cyril [Previous][Next]
Fred was not far away from Cyril.
He had found some glow-worms at
the bottom of the slide, and was
making his way back to the top of
the tunnel; somehow he had taken
a wrong turn. He was peering
ahead, using the glow-worms for a
light. Just ahead of him he could
see a very large spider in a very
intricate web. The spider was very
fat and very hairy. It needed a
shave, and it needed to go on a
diet. Fred watched silently. He
crept closer to the spider. The
spider was making a clicking noise,
and was moving closer to its prey,
which just happened to be Cyril,
but Fred didn't know that.

12. Cyril and the Spider [Previous][Next]
Cyril turned his head and could see
the horrible spider coming towards
him, it was gruesome. Cyril struggled
to get loose but seemed to get more
and more entangled the harder he
tried. Cyril was frightened by spiders,
especially big hairy ugly ones. He was
desperate to escape. The spider's fat
body seemed to fill the whole tunnel.
Cyril was shivering with fear.
“Dear Mister Spider”, Cyril pleaded,

“I am not worth eating, in fact I
guarantee, you will get a very
bad stomach ache if you eat me, because of all the dead mosquitoes
inside me, in fact I'm sure you will contract a very bad case of malaria if
you eat me”.
Mister Spider was very slow witted.
He looked at Cyril with all eight eyes, cocked his head to one side, and
said,
“Hmmmm, I love eating house flies, and blow flies are very juicy, but

I've never liked butterflies, they flutter too much in my stomach and
make me feel ill. What sort of fly are you?”, asked the bewildered
Spider.
Spider was not paying attention in spider school during the “bug's to
eat”, lessons, so he wasn't too sure whether Cyril would be a good or
bad bug.
A good bug is one you can eat, a bad bug is one that can make you
sick, if you eat him.
“I'm a very large butterfly, you won't like to eat me”, lied Cyril.
“Hmm”, said the Spider, “I think you might be telling me a lie, you look

bigger than a butterfly. I think you might be a dragonfly. I've never
eaten a dragonfly before”.
“Oh no Mister Spider, I'd never tell a lie, I'm a very honest butterfly, I'm

a Japanese Butterfly, that's why you didn't recognise me. Japanese

butterflies are big like dragonflies”. Cyril's lies became worse.
The spider began to sense that Cyril must be telling lies, because he
was shaking so much and he didn't have a kimono on, so there was no
way he was a Japanese butterfly.
“Oh Really”, said the spider. “I've never eaten a Japanese Butterfly

before, but I like sushi, so I think I will like eating you, now hold steady
while I sting you and cover you with my web, so I can eat you once I
find out what kind of fly you really are. I'll go get my fly encyclopaedia”.
13. Fred Tries to Free Cyril [Previous][Next]
Fred watched Mr. Spider wander off wobbling
from side to side. Poor Cyril was all bound up.
Finally the big ugly hairy spider went around a
corner in the cave and disappeared from view.
Fred ran up to Cyril and saw that he had turned
quite pale. His eyes were open staring at the
ceiling of the cave. Fred shook Cyril and
whispered to him, but Cyril didn't say anything.
Fred tried to lift Cyril, but he had turned stiff and
he was very heavy. Fred grabbed Cyril by the
legs and tried to drag him. He moved him inch
by inch to his little crevice in the cave wall. It
was dark but for the little light given off by
Fred's glow worm. Fred could see that Cyril was
still breathing, but it was very slight. Fred was
frightened that Cyril might stop breathing. Fred
started to cut through the sticky web. Fred was
getting sticky web all over his hands. He was
getting very tangled. Fred started to worry that
he wouldn't be able to get loose from the web
strands.
He started to walk away from Cyril in an effort to escape from the
sticky web. Finally he saw the web strands starting to break. He had to
walk right around the edge of the cave to stretch and tear the web
strands, before he became free. Fred rushed back to Cyril, and saw that
his friend was still no better off.

He poured water on the web to see if that would
loosen it. Nope, Cyril was still stuck. Fred
grabbed a stick and started to wind the web on
the stick. Fred had to roll Cyril over to unwind
the web off Cyril and onto his stick. Finally Cyril
was free, but he remained unconscious, and he
was still ridged. Fred grabbed Cyril's front legs
and wrapped them around his neck, and started
to drag Cyril away from the spider. Fred found a
tunnel that lead to the right off the main tunnel.
Fred dragged Cyril in to the side tunnel, then
stopped
to catch his breath. He was very tired from dragging Cyril and was
breathing very heavily.
14. The Spider Returns [Previous][Next]
Fred heard a peter patter sound. Fred
rolled Cyril deeper into the tunnel, he
was sure it was old man spider
looking for Cyril. Sure enough, Spider
ran past the side tunnel. Then he ran
back the other way past again.
“Hmmm, I'm sure I left the
scrumptious fly here somewhere,
maybe it was further down the
tunnel”, spider mumbled out loud as
he went past Fred and Cyril's hideout.
Fred put the glow worms under his
coat. He held onto Cyril tightly and
kept as quiet as he could. After a
while it became very quiet. Fred
figured spider must have given up
looking for them.
Now, what do, I do about Cyril, thought Fred.
I can't drag him to the top. I have to find the spider venom antidote.

15. Spider Venom Antidote [Previous][Next]
There is only one person in the
forest that will have the antidote for
spider bite, and that's the fairy
queen, thought Fred. Fred, wrapped
Cyril in his coat, said goodbye, and
ran down the little passageway,
hoping to find the fairy queen in
time. The tunnel started to go up,
Fred felt happy about this, then it
started to go down, Fred felt
anxious about that. Then Fred
started running through cold water.
There up ahead, he could see light.
Fred got to where the light was
brightest, it was coming from
above.
He looked up, there was a vertical
shaft, which lead all the way to the
surface. "Yes", thought Fred, at
last.
He started to climb up. There were little rocks jutting out of the side of
the vertical tunnel which gave him hand holds. All of a sudden the
tunnel became very dark. There was something blocking the entrance.
Fred looked up. What ever it was it was very large and hairy.
“Oh no!!!!”, another spider, Mr. Trap Door spider was coming down the

hole. Fred was too far up the hole he wouldn't be able to get down in
time. He clung tightly to the edge of the wall. Spider moved closer and
closer. Fred kept very still and stayed as close to the wall as possible.
Maybe the spider won't see him, maybe he'll be lucky. The spider
stopped just above him. He was looking out his trap door, watching for
food. Poor Fred, he couldn't go out that way, he would have to climb
down. Fred slowly started to descend. At last he reached the bottom.

16. Fred's Way is Blocked [Previous][Next]
Fred continued running along the
tunnel. The tunnel started to get very
narrow. Fred had to start crawling, it
got narrower and narrower. Fred was
on his belly pulling himself along. Oh
no, something is coming up behind
him and something is blocking the
tunnel in front. Fred's heart started
pumping, what could it be. Fred
finally reached the creature in front.
Phew, thought Fred, its mister worm.
Fred yelled out, and tugged on mister
worm's tail.
“Mister Worm, can you help me, I

need to get to the surface to find the
fairy queen so I can get the antidote
to spider bite so I can save my friend
Cyril, who is a
dragonfly!!!!”.
Snails and worms are notoriously slow thinkers. And all Fred did was
scare Mister Worm, who started to dig furiously to get away from Fred,
which was lucky because the creature behind Fred was getting closer
and closer.
Fred took a look behind him. Oh no, it's a bull ant. They are ferocious,
and blind, but they have a great sense of smell. The bull ant got closer
and closer to Fred, but then he stopped and turned around. The hole
had become too small for the bull ant.
“Phew, that was close”, thought Fred. At last the worm got to the

surface. Fred scampered out of the hole said thank you to Mister Worm
and went looking for the fairy ring. He ran around the trees, and under
the bushes, he went down a long windy track and under the ferns
where it is quite dark and damp.
Finally he came across a fairy ring.

17. The Fairy Ring [Previous][Next]
A round ring of bright pink toadstool,
they were white with pink spots.
Fred jumped into the middle of the ring
and started to call the
Fairies with his little song.
Fairy, Fairy, sweet and fair
Won't you come and grace the air,
Dance among the trees and see
The Daffodils bobbing in the breeze,
Little Fairies oh so cute,
I'd love to hear your little flute,
I'd love to play with you all day,
And sing and laugh and play in the hay.

Oh, may you bring the Fairy Queen,
The loveliest fairy the world has ever seen
I need a favour to save my poor friend
From a very very untimely sad end.
Dear Cyril, had suffered a poisonous bite,
From the hairy spider, who gave us such a fright,
The antidote I need and fast,
If I am to save him, before he's past....
After some time Fred started to get weary, and he was also very
hungry. Fred started to nibble on one of the toadstool.
Elves can eat toadstools, because elves are magical creatures.
“Ooooo, that feels better, my tummy was so hungry”.

“Ouch!”, Fred felt a slight prick on the

neck. Fred felt very dizzy, he held onto
the toadstool for a second before,
falling to the ground.
“Ok, tie him up”, commanded Brian,

sergeant at arms of the Toadstool Fairy
Ring Protection Group (TFRPG). Brian,
had sedated Fred with a dart from a
blow gun. The soldiers with Brian, tied
Fred with their spider web rope and
carried him off to the Fairy camp. They
flew into the air with Fred between
them, over the wall, to the crystal clear
water fall. Behind the water fall was a
cave, this was the hangout for the
fairies. In fact all fairies live in caves
behind waterfalls. Fred was
fingerprinted and put in a cage with other miscreants who had attacked
fairy rings around the area.
18. Fred meets George [Previous][Next]
After a while Fred started to wake
up. “Wh...Where am I”. “You're in
the fairy slammer, Pal”, said
George a fellow prisoner. “Oh no, I
have to get out and save Cyril, he
could be eaten by the Big Hairy
Spider any moment”. “How long
will they keep us in here”, asked
Fred.
“The last time I was here for only 3
days, it wasn't too bad, the food
was excellent”, reasoned George.
“The best way to get out, is to bribe
the guard”, said George. “What can
I bribe him with?”, asked Fred. “Oh
just about anything, He loves
sweets, he'll do anything for
a chocolate”. “Ok”, said Fred, “these bars don't look very solid, I think if
we both tried we could bend this bar and escape!!”. “What a great
idea, lets try when it gets dark, the guard always goes hunting

mosquitoes at 6o'clock, for dinner, we could escape while he is out
hunting mosquitoes”.
19. Franko the Guard [Previous][Next]
The guard, Franko the Toad, was
very fat. He was a very, very fat
toad, that loved to eat chocolate
and mosquitoes, and often
munched on a lettuce leaf,
especially if it was decorated with
green grubs.
Franko, would often sit on top of
the gaol. If any of the prisoners
escaped he would eat them, that's
how he got so fat.
The local green tree snake, ate the
previous guard, whose name was
Willy Wiler.
At 6pm everyday, Franko like his
predecessor, Willy Wiler, would go
mosquito hunting.
So at 6pm he hopped off his perch, and off he went.
After a bit he found some mosquitoes, they were always near the pond.
His long green tongue flicked out and scooped up the delicious little
creatures.
Franko loved mosquitoes so much he wrote a song about them, it goes
like this...
I am a jolly fat Toad,
Sitting in the middle of the road,
Looking for my lunch,
Which should be a bunch,
Of silly, little juicy mosquitoes....
Mosquitoes here, Mosquitoes there,
Buzzing, Buzzing everywhere,
Oh, lovely little creatures,
Filling up my breaches
So lovely to crunch,
And best to eat at lunch...

In the mean time, ... Back at the gaol.
20. Fred Escapes [Previous][Next]
“Come on George, heave ho, heave

ho, bending the bars below, heave,
heave, heave...”, sang Fred and
George as they pulled together,
using all their weight. “I think I can
get through, oooo it's tight, but yes,
I'm out, Come on George, lets go”.
“Nah, not me, I like it here, free
lunches, a nice dry place to sleep,
and Franko, is quite a nice toad to
talk to, as long as he doesn't get too
close”.
“Ok, but can you tell me which way
should I go to get to the Fairy
Queen, I need an antidote for spider
bite for my friend Cyril?”, asked
Fred.

“You don't have to go to the queen for that, the witch down Elfry Lane

will sell you some Spider Bite Antedote (SBA)”, said George.
“How much will she want for it??”. “She'll probably want you to give her
a new spell, have you got any family elf spells??”.
“Yeah, I know a couple”.
“You should be right then”. “Which way to Elfry Lane?”, asked Fred.
“Ok, head south along Franko creek. You will come to Muddy Creek.
Cross Muddy Creek, there should be some leaf boats near the shore. On
the other side you will see the remains of an old gold mine, when you
get there, you'll see a really tall Ghost Gum, you can't miss it, it's the
tallest tree there. At the Ghost gum, you will find a very busy ant trail.
Follow the ant trail, until you come to the golden path, that's Elfry Lane,
turn right, the witches house is at the end of it”, instructed George.
“Thanks Pal”, “No trouble at all old boy”.

21. Fred's Journey [Previous][Next]
Fred headed off, following the
directions, George had given him.
Fred was really worried about Cyril.
He wished he had hidden Cyril more
thoroughly. He just hoped that Cyril's
unconscious state would be enough
to keep him unnoticed. The path
down Franko Creek was not difficult,
all downhill. There were lots of large
boulders to negotiate. After about
half an hour Fred got to Muddy
Creek. He looked around for a leaf
boat. But he couldn't see anything
obvious on his side of the river. He
walked up and down for a bit. He
had a drink of water from the swiftly
flowing Muddy Creek.
Then he spotted a log near the edge
of the river. “Ahh! Yes this is what I
need”, said Fred. The log looked
very flat on top, and was only just
showing above the river's surface.
Fred looked around for a stick that
would serve as a long pole for
directing the log across the river.
Finally underneath a tall tree called
a Mountain Ash Eucalypt, Fred found
what he was looking for. It was long
and fairly straight. He used the stick
to vault across to the log. The log
bobbed up and down in the water,
when Fred alighted, but it was
steady, and didn't roll. Fred dug his
poll into the mud to lever his craft
into the middle of
the swift flowing current. He used his feet and twisted his body to
manoeuvre the log so it pointed in the right direction, then he would
dig the poll into the mud and lean on it to push the log towards the
other side of the river. Moving the log was surprisingly easy, until the
log came to the middle of the swift flowing river. In the middle of the
river the log stopped making any headway. The log seemed to stay in
the middle of the river. Fred started to panic as he tried harder and
harder to reach the other side. Soon the sweat was pouring down his

face and his arms started shaking with the effort.
He dropped the poll and flopped down
despondently onto the log. He sat there looking
up into the sky wondering what he should do
next. He was exhausted, and despondent.
He started to get cold, the water had soaked his
trousers, and the breeze in the middle of the
river was cold.
Then Fred noticed that they had turned around
and were heading upstream, as if by magic.
“Maybe this is a magic log!”, thought Fred. The
log he was riding circled in the middle of the
river a few times and then started to sink. "Oh
No!!", yelled Fred.
Fred was up to his neck in water. The log had vanished. The stream
was very fast, and he watched the bank glide away as he hurtled
downstream. He saw the log coming towards him, except it no longer
looked like a log, in fact it's mouth was opened wide and it had two
rows of sharp yellow teeth. “Oh no!”, thought Fred, “a crocodile!!”.
That's right the log Fred had been using was actually a crocodile. Fred
struggled to get away, he tried to swim to the far bank, but the stream
was too swift for him.
All of a sudden, everything went
dark, very dark. Fred was inside the
crocodile. Fred felt himself sliding on
something soft and spongy. The
water was shallow here and he could
stand up. He held his finger up and
said, "alightusfingisimusnowus", a
small flame appeared on the tip of
his finger. He knew the elf magic
would not last long, so he took the
opportunity to explore his
surroundings as much as he could.
He was in a small enclosure
surrounded by pieces of junk,
sloshing about in a small pool of
water. There were small openings at
both ends. Occasionally water
would come in from one end and go out the other end. Fred found a
can with the words “mahatma hot curry” on the label, he also found an

old rusty can opener and a small bottle of Tabasco sauce. He found an
old hat and a frying pan, an old pair of boots; one boot still had the
owners dirty black sock inside. He also found a rusty knife. The knife
was very large; Fred found it hard to lift. The crocodile's stomach was
moving constantly; Fred kept falling over, and having to stand up
again. Then the opening at one end would open and Fred would be
enveloped in cascading water, coming from the crocodile's mouth. All
of a sudden the movement stopped. The only movement came from
the crocodile's deep breathing, his chest rising and falling. “Now let me
see”, thought Fred, “how can I get out of this silly crocodile?”. Fred
thought of opening the can of “mahatma curry”, that should give the
crocodile a pain in the stomach. But Fred didn't like the idea of what
may happen to him. Then he thought of the Tabasco sauce, that would
give him a hot spot, it would make him open his mouth wide in a effort
to cool down. So Fred crawled up the Crocodile's throat, holding onto
the Tabasco sauce. He opened the bottle, and poured all the contents
onto his tongue, then he slid all over the crocodile's tongue to spread
the sauce. All of a sudden the crocodile started to squirm and move
around violently. He opened and shut his mouth very quickly, not long
enough for Fred to escape.
Then he seemed to open his mouth very wide
and rose up on his hind legs, and

"kaaaaaaaachooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo", the crocodile
sneezed, throwing Fred high into the sky, high up over the trees. Fred
could see a house below him and he was heading for that house. He
could see smoke coming out of the chimney stack. He seemed to be
heading directly for that smoke stack. “Oh no”, thought Fred, “I might
end up in someone's cooking pot!!”. "windisimusblowimusmeaway!!",
he commanded using the elf magic word, and a puff of wind blew just
in time. Fred landed in the haystack near the vegetable garden. Very
lucky for Fred, he was a little shaken but unharmed. He laid in the
haystack, for a while. It was warm and cosy and he was very tired. It
wasn't long before he fell fast asleep in the warm sunshine. He started
to dream, about Cyril.

22. Meanwhile Cyril... [Previous][Next]
Meanwhile, back in the spiders tunnel Cyril lay
under Fred's coat, in a stupor, drugged by the
spider's venom. Luckily for Cyril, Fred's coat
was the same colour as the surrounding rock
walls, and even though several spiders, were
frantically looking for Cyril, they kept walking
right past him. Mister Spider had contacted all
his family to help him search for Cyril and
Fred. He was very angry, to have lost his
dinner and wanted it back. Cyril had started to
wake up. He opened one eye and then, the
other. He flexed his toes and then his wings.
He pulled the coat down off his eyes just a
little so he could see around him. It was

very dark in the cave, but soon his eyes adjusted to the dim light in the
cave and he could see around him. He laid very still recovering from
the poison. He wanted to be completely recovered before he made his
move to escape. He noticed several spiders, big ones and small ones
scampering around him in the dark, muttering to themselves, “where is
that meat, it must be here somewhere, haven't I been here before...”.
Cyril had to be very patient, he waited a long time. He wondered what
had happened to Fred. He realised Fred must have saved his life.
Maybe Fred has gone for help, Cyril thought. Cyril noticed that
everything had become very quiet. He quickly stood up and ran down
the tunnel, the same way Fred had gone previously. He found the
vertical shaft, which was empty of the trap door spider that owned it.
Cyril looked up and he could see the blue sky. The tunnel was too
narrow for him to spread his wings; he would have to climb out. He has
six legs, so climbing out would be a breeze. He started up the tunnel
when he heard a “hisssssss”, sound. Cyril looked around, and Mr.
Spider, was coming up after him as fast as he could, his six beady eyes
watched Cyril intently, as he came closer and closer to his prey. “o
oooooohhhh!, noway!! No way are you going to bite me again you
horrible hairy spider you!!”, exclaimed Cyril. He dislodged some dirt as
he scampered up the tunnel, which temporarily blinded Mr. Spider. “I'll
get you, you're my meat!!! Stay put you pesky fly, I want to eat you,
and so do all my family!!! You could become a part of the most
prestigious spider family; just think of how good that will make you
feel”. Cyril, made it to the top and scampered out just in time. He
opened his wings and ascended but something was stopping him from
going higher.

Cyril looked down and saw Mr. Spider,
firing web strands at his legs. Cyril felt
himself being drawn back to the ground.
He flapped with all his might and kicked
his legs frantically. One leg free, yes the
other leg, and up went Cyril, free at last,
phew that was so close.
Cyril looked down, and saw Mr. Spider
shaking four angry fists at him, and firing
web threads harmlessly into the sky,
which fell softly at his feet.
Cyril flew to the nearest tree branch and rested, to get his breath back.
That was so scary. “Oh boy am I hungry!!!”, Cyril went to the nearest
leaf and started munching hungrily.
23. Fred Finds Cyril [Previous][Next]
Fred opened one eye, he was in a
haystack. He could see a vegetable
garden nearby and a happy little old lady
picking vegetables. His stomach gurgled,
“Hmmmm I feel very hungery” thought
Fred. There were long shadows stretching
across the yard, it must be close to dinner
time thought Fred. Then Fred
remembered, “Cyril, oh no, he is in the
spider's den, I need the spider venom
antidote”. Fred jumped down from the
haystack. He stood watching the old lady
picking her vegetables. “Hello”, said Fred. “Hello little fellow”, said the
old lady. “How are you today?”, she asked. “I'm ok”, said Fred. “I was
wondering are you a good witch?”, asked Fred. “I try to be good”, said
the old lady. “Are you hungry?”, she asked
Fred. “Well come to think of it I am very
hungry”, replied Fred. “Would you like to come
inside and have some dinner ?”, she asked.
Fred followed the Lady into her little house.
Inside there were candles everywhere. There
was a nice warm fire in the hearth and some
lovely cakes on the table. There was a lovely
smell of newly baked bread. Fred saw a picture
of the lady's family on the mantel piece.
“Would you like a cup cake and some warm

milk Fred?”, asked the good witch. “Yes, I sure would, but how did you
know my name?”, asked Fred. “Ah!! because I know your family, I knew
your mother and father”. “What is your name?”, asked Fred. “My name
is Marian”, said the good witch. Marian gave Fred his food and sat down
across from him at the table. Fred was very hungry and for a little while
while he ate and Marian sipped her tea, there was silence.
“Marian, can you make spider venom

antidote?”, asked Fred. “Yes”, replied
Marian, “but I don't think you need the
antidote, because Cyril has escaped”. “How
do you know?”, “I've seen Cyril flying he is
in the large tree at the bottom of the
garden”. Fred was ecstatic with joy. He
jumped from the table and ran to the
bottom of Marian's garden. “Cyril!”, yelled
Fred. And almost at once, Fred heard the
whir of Cyril's wings. They hugged, and
Marian, invited them both in for dinner.
They had a lovely evening, telling Marian all about their adventures.
They slept that night in Marian's spare room. Next day, Marian gave
them both a bag of energy cookies and some spider venom antidote in
case they ever required it in the future.

The End
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